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After 45 years, Busenhart to Class of 2014 receives rings, signs banner
shift to part time
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Charlie Busenhart with the hockey team in 2011. He founded the hockey
program at SLUH, which he coached for 41 years.
by Mitch Mackowiak
web editor

H

e’s taught for roughly
3.653 hydrogen-3 isotope
half-lives (otherwise known as
45 years). And now chemistry
teacher Charlie Busenhart has
decided to step down from fulltime teaching; he’ll teach just two
sections of accelerated chemistry
next year.

Beginnings
Busenhart didn’t always want
to be a teacher. He went to Rolla

with the intention of becoming an
engineer.
“When I took my first engineering course, I said, ‘This is not
what I want to do,’” said Busenhart.
He quit school, worked at
McDonnell-Douglas for a year
and a half, and after some reflection returned to school with the
aim of becoming a chemistry
teacher.
“I thought about it kind of
like this: my best friend and I
continued on page 8

From left: Juniors Michael Blood, Sam Beckmann, Jake Bava, Chris Booker, David Bosslet, Alex Shaver, Matt Whalen, Tom Fields, and Jake Wobbe prepare to sign the banner.

Annual student art show opens with
reception, to run for two weeks
photo | Joe Kreienkamp

SLUH to host dinner for
JSEA colloquium
by Jack
Staff

Kiehl

E

very three years, the Jesuit
Secondary Education Association (JSEA) holds a colloquium,
a professional Jesuit educators’
conference, for Jesuit secondary
schools across North and Central
America. This year’s conference
will be held June 24-28 at St. Louis
University with a theme of “A Fire
That Kindles Other Fires: the Profile of an Ignatian Educator.”
As a Jesuit high school in the
St. Louis region, SLUH will help
host the conference, along with
fellow Jesuit institutions DeSmet
and Loyola Academy. SLUH will
host the closing dinner in the Si
Commons on Thursday, June 27.
“They’ll have a Mass at the
College Church and then everyone will come down to the
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Commons,” said President David
Laughlin. “Our role is just to put a
nice dinner together.”
The colloquium will focus on
a wide variety of subjects, including professional learning communities—which focuses on classrooms, administrative practices,
and spirituality—among other
topics.
“It could be anything from
how you run your National Honors Society to how you run your
athletic department to the newest
technology,” said principal John
Moran.
SLUH faculty and staff members will participate in the conference, as they have in the past.
Some teachers and faculty members will be attending the conference and some will be presenting,
continued on page12

Senior Joe Coulson and brother admire some pieces on the east wall of the
gallery during the art show opening Wednesday night.
by Paul Fister
reporter

E

very year, hundreds of students go through the fine arts
program at St. Louis U. High. And
each year, they display their work
at the annual spring art show,
which took place Wednesday
night.
While the theater department holds shows in the Joseph
Schulte Theatre several times a
year and the band and chorus
have various expositions, including Masses and school events, the
art show’s purpose is to display
to the SLUH community in an

Sports

artistic, professional manner the
stunning work of many students
who have spent their year drawing, painting, designing, building,
and sculpting in the J-wing.
The art on display for
Wednesday’s show will remain in
the J-wing for the next two weeks.
Organized and put together
by art teachers Joan Bugnitz, John
Mueller, and Sarah Rebholz, assisted by former ceramics teacher Mary Whealon and former
French teacher Dick Keefe, the art
show included projects from all
four classes, including Mueller’s
2-D design and freshman survey,

sports

Inline wins State
The Jr. Bills top Seckman
9-8 to win the state championship. Page 9

Howard throws complete game gem
Brian Howard blanked Vianney, tossing a
sparkling 104-pitch complete game shutout. Page 11
sports

Volleyball ends season strong
The Volleybills block CBC’s upset bid and
spike DeSmet’s hopes of victory to close
out the regular season. Page 11
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Bugnitz’s drawing, printmaking,
water color, and 3-D design classes, and Rebholz’s ceramics classes.
Rebholz, who is in her first
year as ceramics teacher at SLUH,
is excited to be a part of her first
art show.
“I love putting up shows,” said
Rebholz. “There’s a creative sensibility that goes into arranging and
displaying everything in the right
way. Besides, it’s so fantastic to
bring all the work together at the
end of the year and be able to display it professionally.”
Part of the satisfaction of the
art show is all the work that goes
into it, according to Rebholz. She
and Mueller designed and sent
out postcards to families before
the show.
Art is on display in the gallery
in the center of the second-floor
J-wing and extends to the display
cases and walls in the wing. The
art teachers and student assistants
painted pedestals for ceramics
and 3-D designs and cut out mats
for drawings and other 2-D projects.
Rebholz has been impressed
with the work of the art students
this year.
“There (is) a little bit of everything in the show,” said Rebholz. “A lot of really cool 2-D
continued on page 12

From county to county across the country
News editor Adam Thorp reports on English teacher Chuck Hussung’s quest to visit
as many county seats in America as he
can. Pages 6-7
Adios, seniors
See where each individual senior is headed to college next year and students listed
by college. Pages 4-5
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Eights students nominated Delsignore wins mock stock competition
Jack Sinay
lunch money for the third-place with a return of around eight
for Cappies Awards
finisher. After the prize money percent, owes his success to this
By
Reporter

By Leo Heinz
Reporter

E

ight St. Louis U. High students
were nominated for Cappies
Theater Awards last week. The
Cappies are voted on by various
student critics who write reviews
of shows at participating St. Louis
area high schools throughout the
year. SLUH does not participate
in the program, so all the nominees performed in shows at other
local high schools, including Nerinx Hall and Notre Dame High
School.
The
participating
high
schools each designate a group of
students as “critics” or “Cappies”
who publishes reviews of different plays and musicals at various
area schools. Many cast members
read the reviews, and have a pretty good idea of where they stand
at the end of the year when the
group of Cappies nominate students in 45 categories.
The awards will be presented
at the Cappies Gala on May 18 at
6 p.m. at Lindenwood University’s
Schieddinger Theater.
Senior Paul Tahan was nominated for Featured Actor in a Play
for his role in As You Like It at
Nerinx.
Tahan said, “I was shocked
when I was nominated. I wasn’t
expecting it in the least.”
Freshman Jack Zimmerman
was also nominated for Featured
Actor in a Play. Zimmerman
was in Murder at 221-B at Notre
Dame High School.
Zimmerman said, “I was really surprised and kind of honored because I don’t really do
anything here at SLUH, so to be
recognized for one thing that I do
do elsewhere—it’s a nice feeling to
know that I’m doing something
that someone likes.” Zimmerman
plans to audition for more shows
at Notre Dame High School next
year, since he made many friends
there.
Sophomore Nate Cummings
received a nomination for Featured Actor in a Musical for his
part in Legally Blonde the Musical
at Nerinx. He had seen the Cap-

pies reviews of the show in November. He was mentioned several times in the various review,
so the nomination did not come
as a total surprise to Cummings.
This summer, Cummings
is co-directing a production of
Twelfth Night. Next year, he plans
to audition for a handful of shows,
mostly at other schools, though
he is keeping the door open to
doing a show at SLUH.
Junior Harold Wayne was
also nominated for his role in
Nerinx’s production of Legally
Blonde the Musical for Comic Actor in a Musical.
“It was very nice to know that
I was being recognized for the
hard work and the intense dedication that goes into putting together productions of such a large
scale,” said Wayne.
Wayne also plans to audition
for four shows next year, including SLUH’s big musical. Wayne
will also be performing in Shrek
the Musical as part of Muny Teens
this summer, and will be in the
opening act of the Cappies Gala
with Muny Teens.
Senior Ryan Arroyo was
nominated for his dancing role in
Nerinx’s Legally Blonde and junior
Jake Wobbe was nominated for a
dancing part in Notre Dame High
School’s production of White
Christmas.
This is Arroyo’s second year
participating in high school theatre. He hopes to get involved in
theater next year in college. He
has enjoyed his experiences.
Senior Charlie Moody was
nominated for his role in Murder at 221-B at Notre Dame High
School.
Freshman Jimmy Reddy received a nomination for his role
in Nerinx’s As You Like It. Reddy
did not think that freshmen could
receive Cappies, so he was pretty
excited when he found out that he
had been nominated.
“I received a text from one of
the cast members saying ‘Jimmy,
you got a Cappy! And I was like,
that’s great! What is it?” joked
Reddy.

A

fter starting on April 1, the
mock stock competition finally came to an end on May 8 after a month of frantic buying and
selling of theoretical investments.
Junior Joe Delsignore notched the
top prize of a $100 lunch credit.
Senior Austin Smith, CFO
of the Ignatian Business Leaders,
who ran the competition, credited economics teacher Bill Brown
with the idea.
“He was thinking about doing something (like this) for his
economics classes, but once we
started the club, we thought it
would be a better application,”
Smith said.
The Ignatian Business Leaders created a buzz, as around
about 103 people registered for
the event, although only 68 participated.
“Having that many people interested in finance and economics
and the stock market and learning
about that in a competitive atmosphere is pretty cool,” said Smith.
It all started back in late
March, when people had the opportunity to sign up for $3 (later
participants had to pay $5). The
competition raised $343. This
sum excludes the $100 in lunches
for the winner, the $50 for the second-place finisher, and the $25 in

is awarded, the rest of the profits
will go towards the concession
stand in the Rec Room run by the
Ignatian Business Leaders.
Junior Joe Delsignore, a
member of Ignatian Business
Leaders, won the competition. He
attributed his triumph to his stock
in Tesla Motors, which reportedly shot up around 22 percent
in the last month, even though
many other participants missed
it. Overall, he reached a return
of 11.28 percent, while the second place finisher, senior Andrew
Fox, was around two percent behind with a return just under nine
percent.
Delsignore rated Revlon as
his worst stock in the competition
since it went down about eight
percent throughout the month of
April.
When asked his frequency in
the competition, he said, “I probably checked it every other night
just to keep up with who was in
the lead.”
John Korpecki, a sophomore,
was awarded Most Active Trader
and finished 32nd overall.
Many members mentioned
Netflix as having one of the larger
leaps in the competition, which
freshman Shawn Hughes, who
finished third in the competition
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stock. Other stocks that affected
the competition include Apple,
a stock that plummeted towards
the beginning of April.
Some teachers have also become investors throughout the
month of April. AP chemistry
teacher Charlie Busenhart both
bought and sold stocks throughout the competition. Psychology
teacher Thomas Kickham also
owned an account, but used Austin Smith as his stockbroker to
monitor this account. Busenhart
finished in the top 10 in the competition while Kickham placed
62nd.
The Ignatian Business Leaders plan to continue the competition next year, even though nothing is sure until they elect their
new officers.
“Anybody can be a new officer, they just need to e-mail me,”
Smith said. “They then have to
apply and get interviewed.”
“ We are going to have some
mock stock competitions next
year, there’s no telling how many
since we got started so late this
year… But we are definetely going to have some,” said freshman
Brandon Smith, Austin Smith’s
brother and a freshman member
of the IBL.

Sports Editors
Clark “American Independence” DeWoskin
Brian “Lord Stanley crafting his cup”
Dugan
Core Staff
Stephen “Meeting Adam Thorp” Lumetta
Jack “Trapped in the Closet” Godar
Joe “The Big Bang (Theory)” Kreienkamp
Staff

A

fter one year with Alum
Service Corps ASC, freshman biology teacher and campus
minister Kirstyn Dutton will be
departing St. Louis U. High with
hopes of continuing her teaching
career.
Outside of her class, Dutton,
along with fellow campus minister Meg Beugg, worked with the
Freshman Service Program every
Tuesday and Wednesday.
Dutton said, “(It was) a lot
of fun whether it’s teaching kids
how to use a can opener or letting
them make lasagna or cake for the
first time.”
“We had a lot of fun cooking
together, modifying, figuring out
what was the most efficient way
to prepare the meals we needed,”
said Beugg.
Beugg admired Dutton’s enthusiasm in the program.
“Especially as a first-year
teacher, there were some after-

noons where she was exhausted
and probably would have loved
to just go home and relax, but the
experience of cooking with the
freshmen seemed to be a priority
in her day,” said Beugg.
Along with freshman service,
Dutton helped with liturgies and
sacristan training and attended
a senior Kairos in October. This
year marks the first time students acted as sacristans. Dutton
helped make the new job possible
for students to serve in. These sacristans help make sure that all the
things needed for Mass are in the
rights spots.
“She always made sure we
were ready and prepared for
Mass,” said Beugg.
Dutton also spent some of
her after school hours in the rec
room.
“I don’t think there’s any
other schools that have quite the
same thing,” said Dutton. “It’s sort
of a fun place to hang out even as
a teacher.”

Gabe “The discovery of bacon” Joy
Paul “Ice Age” Fister
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Reporters
Keith “Black Plague” Thomas
Leo “Invention of Ketchup” Heinz
Jack “French Revolution” Sinay
Garret “Fall of Babylon” Fox
Andrew “Viking Conquest of Sicily” Fix
Chazz “Pythagorean Theorem” Carson
Cullen “Doritos Locos Tacos” Carson
Michael “Every Day in AP US History” Sit
Justin “Invention of Dynamite” Seaton
Matt “Lax(aka Life)” Thomas
Tim ”Carpool” Nile

Editors Emeritus
Andrew “Brummer steals home” Schroeder
Matt “Google Glass” Cooley

A

Contributing Photographers
Mr. Matt “Metanoia of St. Ignatius”
Sciuto
Sam “Formation of Pangea” Beckmann
Sam “Hieroglyphics” Gerbic

Advisor
Mr. Jim “Robert Kennedy’s Presidential
Campaign” Santel
Moderator
Mr. Steve “Cave Paintings of Lascaux”
Missey

Dutton said she would take
away many fond memories from
her time at SLUH.
“I just have memories of the
all-school Masses and everyone
together or that big pep rally at
the beginning of the year with
Thomas, the freshman, who came
up with the cheer,” said Dutton.
“It was just fun to see everyone
get excited about things and the
Running of the Bills. I don’t think
I am going to see quite the same
thing as the Running of the Bills
again no matter where I go.”
Students in Dutton’s class
enjoyed her inside and outside of
the classroom.
“We did this thing called
Wacky Science Wednesdays
where we learned something really cool,” said freshman Michael
Hayes.
“She’s absolutely going to be
missed,” said Beugg. “She’s been a
tremendous asset here in Campus
Ministry, but also personally I’ve
enjoyed getting to know her.”

This cartoon does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Prep News or St.
Louis U. High.

Dutton instructs her freshman biology class about a lab report.

By Keith
Reporter

Thomas

ath teacher Craig Hinders is departing from the
school’s faculty at the conclusion
of the 2012-13 school year. Hinders taught Algebra I and Geometry this year.
Hinders was a student teacher at SLUH with math teacher
Frank Corley in the 2011-’12
school year, teaching Geometry
and Pre-Calculus. Following his
student teaching, Hinders taught
three sections of Algebra I last
year at Parkway North before
returning to SLUH this year to
replace math teacher Kate Hochmuth.
Hinders’ plans for the future
are still taking shape.
“It’s still a little bit up in the
air,” Hinders said. “As of right
now, what I am thinking about
doing is working on my Master’s
(degree), and spending a little

time doing substitute teaching.”
Hinders is very familiar with
SLUH, as he graduated in 2002
and was a student teacher for
math teacher Frank Corley, whom
Hinders describes as a mentor.
“We both teach geometry,
and from my experience with him
as a student teacher, that kind of
formed the way that I wanted to
develop my own geometry class,”
Hinders said.
“I’ve seen him grow from
a student teacher to a part-time
teacher last year to a real grownup teacher this year,” Corley said.
“It’s like having a student or a kid
to watch him make progress.”
Freshman Stephen Farel had
Hinders for Algebra I.
“He was a really friendly guy
and always willing to help his students,” Farel said. “He was very
passionate about his work.”
Along with teaching, Hinders
helped with many extracurricular activities. He helped with the

Dauphin Players as a stage manager, worked with Circus Club,
and co-moderated the 2013 Dauphin, SLUH’s annual yearbook.
“I wanted to kind of give back
a little bit,” Hinders said.
Freshman Steve Lockwood
also had Hinders.
“I’m upset about him leaving, but he was a great guy, always
willing to help,” Lockwood said.
“My favorite part of SLUH is
what I will miss the most: the people here. I’ve met so many wonderful people and developed such
great relationships,” Hinders said.
“He’s been really organized
and kept the guys focused on
moving forward,” Corley said.
“The most important thing we
do is we teach, but math teachers,
you can find them anywhere. But
the people who bring all the extra energy and the time, commitment, and dedication, that’s the
stuff you have to go looking for.”

Couch moves on after one year of ASC teaching theology
by Garret
reporter

Staff Photographer
Ben “Mr. Santel” Banet
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Hinders departs SLUH after one year of Algebra I and Geometry

Sophomore Nic Pitti plays the saxophone during the concert on Thursday.

Sam “Busenhart Retirement Part One”
Fentress
Jack “Impressionism” Kiehl
Danny “The De-Vikingnization of Sweden” Schneller
Jacob “Founding of SLUH” Hilmes
Thomas “Invention of the Wheel” Riganti
Kieran “The migrations of Acadians to
Louisiana and becoming the Cajuns” Connolly
Will “Me” Smith
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The SLUH Freshman, Jazz,
Concert, and Symphonic bands,
under the direction of Cody
Henry, Timothy Moore, and
Joseph Paule, played last night
during a concert. Songs included
“SLUH’s Blues,” “Watermelon
Man,” “Viva la Vida,” and “The
Simpsons” theme song.

“Favorite Event since Mr. Busenhart came to SLUH” Credits

Web Editor
Mitch “Epiphany of Twine” Mackowiak

Riganti

Hinders discusses an Algebra lesson with his students during class.

Prep News

News Editor
Adam “Meeting Stephen Lumetta”
Thorp

by Thomas
staff

End-of-Year
Band Concert
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Dutton to leave after ASC year of teaching freshman biology
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Fox

dam Couch, a theology
teacher in the Alum Service
Corps (ASC) will be departing
after this year with his ASC colleagues.
Couch is originally from Arizona and attended St. Louis University, graduating with a major
in theology.
“(SLU is) what really drew
my attention to SLU High,” said
Couch.
Soon after graduating, Couch
was accepted into the ASC program and started teaching freshman theology classes.
“I haven’t gotten the chance
to sit in on one of his classes but
all of his students seem to love
him,” said ASC colleague Kyrstin
Dutton.
For Couch, being a teacher

has been both a challenging and
rewarding task.
“Getting myself out of student-mode and into a career of
teaching has really been eyeopening (for me),” said Couch.
“I feel the need to go back to all
of my high school teachers and
apologize for the way I acted.”
Outside of the classroom,
Couch shares the responsibility of
monitoring the pool hall and interacting with the students there.
“It’s really nice to … see SLU
High guys outside of their stressful student lives and getting to enjoy themselves a bit,” said Couch.
“(SLUH) has given me the
very Ignatian opportunity to look
back and realize how lucky I was
to have a strong Jesuit education,”
said Couch.
Couch plans on getting another teaching job next year in
either Cincinnati or Indianapolis.
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Summer Mission
Appalachian Trip
Campus ministry will be
taking a weeklong service
trip to Barren Springs, Va.
in the Appalachian region
this summer. The trip will
take place from Sunday, July
28 through Saturday, August 3, 2013. The cost of the
trip will be approximately
$350. Students will have the
chance to do some service
work and experience a different region of the U.S. If
interested, come to a meeting in the campus ministry
conference room this Monday, May 13 during Activity
Period.

Couch listens to a review during the summer reading book discussion.
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Class of 2013 College Plans

Abeln, Alec: University of Missouri-Columbia
Archer, Joe: University of Dallas
Armbruster, Michael: St. Louis University
Arredondo, David: Texas A&M University
Arroyo, Ryan: Vanderbilt University
Auch, Jeremy: University of Tulsa
Ayeke, David: Washington University
Bahlinger, Sam: George Washington University
Baringer, Connor: University of Missouri-Columbia
Barrett, Colin: Southern Methodist University
Bartolone, Jonathan: Washington University
Beckmann, Tom: Lewis University
Behrndt, Ryan: Xavier University
Bement, Brendan: St. Louis University
Berger, Chase: Pennsylvania State University
Bergman, Joshua: University of Tulsa
Berry, Nsilo: Drexel University
Bieg, Sam: University of Missouri-Kansas City
Binz, Matthew: University of Missouri-Columbia
Bock, Bobby: University of Missouri-St. Louis
Bosslet, Jon: Undecided
Boyce, Daniel: University of Tulsa
Boyce, David: University of Tulsa
Brennan, Kevin: Rockhurst University
Bright, Tony: St. Louis University
Brooks, Luke: University of Tulsa
Brotherton, Jacob: Rockhurst University
Bruns, Will: University of Missouri-Columbia
Buehler, Danny: Southern Methodist University
Buettner, Aaron: Maryville University
Bundren, Phil: University of Missouri-Columbia
Burke, Peter: University of Missouri-Columbia
Cabonce, Joji: Truman State University
Campbell, Sean: University of Notre Dame
Caselton, Ryan: University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa
Castro, Darrian: St. Louis University
Cella, Mike: Fordham University
Chisholm, David: Midwestern State University
Chott, Sam: University of Tulsa
Cirillo, A.J.: Missouri State University
Clark, Brendan: University of Notre Dame
Clohisy, Matt: Washington University
Colon, Vince: St. Louis University
Connolly, Kieran: Grinnell College
Connor, Chris: Creighton University
Connors, Anthony: Ohio State University
Coulson, Joey: Murray State University
Crawford, Philip: Roosevelt University
Crim, Lorenzo: University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
Critchfield, Tom: University of Dayton
Croghan, Tommy: University of Dayton
Cummings, Jackson: University of Notre Dame
Curran, Brian: Benedictine College
Daugherty, Jacob: University of Missouri-Columbia
Decker, Tim: University of Missouri-Columbia
DeWoskin, Clark: Vanderbilt University
Donze, Drew: St. Louis University
Dorlus, Radzou: Undecided
Dowd, Michael: Loyola University Maryland
Downs, Connor: Missouri University of S&T
Dugan, Brian: St. Louis University
Essig, Joe: Carnegie Mellon University
Essma, Michael: University of South Carolina
Farrell, Sam: Indiana University
Favier, Chris: Undecided
Fisher, Joey: DePauw University
Flotte, Jack: Regis University
Fox, Andrew: University of Missouri-Columbia
Garcia, Andrew: Rockhurst University
Garcia, Gabe: St. Louis University
Gaynor, Neil: University of Arizona
Geiser, Nick: Fordham University
Gerard, Dan: Fordham University
Gerber, Cullen: Gap Year
Gibson, Blake: Case Western Reserve University
Gibson, Jordan: Case Western Reserve University
Golick, Travis: Xavier University
Gonzalez, Blake: University of Alabama-Birmingham
Grady, Joe: University of Notre Dame
Granberry, Nick: Lindenwood University
Grassi, Michael: University of Missouri-Columbia
Graves, Thomas: Truman State University
Greiner, Will: University of Missouri-Columbia
Greiner, Zach: Xavier University
Greubel, Alex: St. Louis University
Groesch, Alex: University of Notre Dame
Guenther, J.J.: Truman State University
Guignon, Cole: University of Dayton
Gusdorf, Roman: University of Notre Dame

listed by student

Gys, Chris: Bowdoin College
Hack, Sam: University of Mississippi
Haegele, Zach: St. Louis University
Halaska, Nik: Undecided
Halbert, Jack: University of Arizona
Hancock, Joe: University of Dayton
Hayek, Tommy: Creighton University
Hellman, Connor: University of Dayton
Henderson, Alden: Texas Christian University
Hernandez, Lucas: University of Dayton
Heumann, Anthony: University of Mississippi
Hewlett, Dylan: University of Missouri-Columbia
Hinkebein, Matt: Southern Methodist University
Hitch, Andy: University of Notre Dame
Hoffman, Zach: DePauw University
Hoffmann, Jimmy: Trinity University
Hoffmann, Remy: University of Missouri-Columbia
Horas, Matt: Drake University
Horner, Jakob: Marquette University
Houle, Clayton: Augustana College
Hovater, Jack: Case Western Reserve University
Howard, Brian: Texas Christian University
Huether, Paul: University of Miami (Florida)
Huggins, Greg: Rockhurst University
Hummel, Peter: Rockhurst University
Hundley, Jermell: University of Central Missouri
Hunsaker, Nick: St. Louis University
Hurston, Ryan: DePauw University
Hutchison, Ben: Rockhurst University
Jasso, Paul: University of Missouri-Columbia
Jellinek, Justin: University of Notre Dame
John, Augie: Rhodes College
Jones, Teddy: St. Louis University
Jordan, Connor: University of Missouri-Columbia
Keeven, Nick: University of Missouri-Kansas City
Kellett, Jack: Purdue University
Kelly, Jacob: University of Missouri-Columbia
Kennedy, Ryan: University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Kimble, Nick: Loyola University-Chicago
King, Kaleb: Middle Tennessee State University
Kissel, John: Marquette University
Koch-Etzel, Lane: Rockhurst University
Kocisak, Nick: Drake University
Koors, Nick: University of Missouri-Columbia
Krause, Kyle: University of Dayton
Kreienkamp, Joseph: Creighton University
Kretschmer, Charlie: Fordham University
LaMantia, Dominic: Georgetown University
Lamb, Chris: Missouri State University
Laughlin, Tom: Creighton University
Lawder, John: Xavier University
Lehmann, Kyle: University of Missouri-Columbia
Lewis, Evan: St. Louis University
Lordo, Stephen: Robert Morris University
Luepke, Henry: University of Tulsa
Lynas, Matt: Loyola Marymount University
Mackey, Nathan: University of Tulsa
Mackin, Alex: Denison University
Mackowiak, Mitch: Rice University
Mammen, Luke: St. Louis University
Mandle, Mickey: Quincy University
Marshall, Reid: University of Southern California
Martel, Sam: Rockhurst University
Martineau, Robert: Loyola University-Chicago
Martino, Kyle: Truman State University
Martinosky, Alex: Missouri University of S&T
Mayer, Richie: Creighton University
Mayfield, Justin: Robert Morris University
Mayhall, David: St. Olaf College
McCandless, Elliot: University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa
McCann, John: University of Missouri-Columbia
McCartney, Scott: Miami University (Ohio)
McCoy, Ben: University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
McDermott, Brendan: University of Missouri-Columbia
McGee, Robert: Maryville University
McGrail, Ryan: University of Notre Dame
McManemin, Justin: St. Louis University
McNeil, Tyler: Quincy University
Merrill, Joe: University of Missouri-Columbia
Messmer, Mark: St. Louis University
Michler, Mike: University of Missouri-Columbia
Miller, Stephen: Missouri State University
Modde, Ben: St. Louis University
Moody, Charlie: St. Louis College of Pharmacy
Moran, Joe: University of Tulsa
Morris, Sam: University of Wisconsin-Madison
Morris, Will: Savannah College of Art and Design
Mulligan, Patrick: Lindenwood University
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Murray, Maurice: Missouri University of S&T
Neyer, Tommy: University of Missouri-Columbia
Nguyen, Andrew: St. Joseph’s University (Pennsylvania)
Nicholson, Matthew: Purdue University
O’Brien, Joe: University of Missouri-Columbia
Ocampo, Joel: St. Louis University
Ottenlips, John: Belmont University
Paino, Lucas: University of Missouri-Columbia
Parker, Harry: University of Missouri-Kansas City
Patton, Adam: University of Missouri-Columbia
Pertzborn, Nick: University of Illinois-Urbana-Champaign
Philip, Sean: Providence College
Potter, Michael: Spring Hill College
Pratt, Collin: Truman State University
Puricelli, John: Quinnipiac University
Quinn, Andrew: DePauw University
Quinn, Corey: Playing Hockey for North American Hockey League
Raeber, Matt: Xavier University
Rancilio, Matt: Rockhurst University
Reardon, Joe: St. Louis Community College-Meramec
Rechtien, Matt: University of Tulsa
Reese, Michael: University of Louisville
Reitz, Alex: Xavier University
Riek, Andy: Truman State University
Riley, Jim: Purdue University
Robinson, Andrew: University of Notre Dame
Robinson, Mitchell: University of Delaware
Ross, Jack: Tulane University
Rudolf, Matt: Webster University
Rund, Joe: University of Alabama-Birmingham
Russo, Jackson: St. Louis University
Scherrer, Matthew: Purdue University
Schultz, Jack: University of Dayton
Schulz, John: University of Tulsa
Schumacher, Keith: Illinois State University
Schwartz, Josh: Missouri State University
Seaton, Justin: St. Louis University
Shaw, Mitch: University of Tulsa
Shumate, Parker: St. Louis University
Siemers, Dan: University of Mississippi
Sigman, Michael: Undecided
Simon, Michael: University of Missouri-Columbia
Sinay, Justin: University of Iowa
Smith, Austin: St. Louis University
Smith, Owen: Missouri University of S&T
Somerscales, Jake: University of Missouri-Columbia
Sorgea, Joe: Bradley University
Sperkowski, Luke: University of Missouri-Columbia
Spezia, Paul: Georgetown University
Starrs, Mitchell: University of Kansas
Stelzer, Phil: St. Louis University
Steurer, Matt: Santa Clara University
Stroube, Ian: Iowa State University
Suhre, Brian: Indiana University
Szewczyk, Scott: Vanderbilt University
Tackes, Alex: University of Kansas
Tahan, Paul: Rockhurst University
Tarlas, Cole: University of Arkansas
Tarter, Alex: Creighton University
Tayon, Michael: University of Missouri-Columbia
Thiemann, Kurt: Princeton University
Thompson, Jack: Missouri University of S&T
Thorpe, Teddy: University of Arkansas
Trenter, Ryan: University of Missouri-Columbia
Trinh, Andrew: St. Louis University
Tripp, Cullin: University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa
Trokey, Jake: Loyola Marymount University
Vicini, Joe: St. Louis University
Vogt, Kyle: St. Louis University
Walden, Eric: Baylor University
Walsh, Jack: St. Louis University
Walsh, Joe: University of Notre Dame
Walters, Nick: Miami University (Ohio)
Warner, Kenneth: Pepperdine University
Webb, John: Washington University
Whitehead, Ben: University of Missouri-Columbia
Whyte, Jack: Murray State University
Wilhelm, John: University of Missouri-Columbia
Wilhelm, Sam: Creighton University
Williams, Nick: Washington University
Winkelmann, Paul: University of Missouri-Columbia
Wirthlin, James: University of Missouri-Columbia
Woeltje, John: Fordham University
Wottowa, Nick: Valparaiso University
Yakubu, Prince: St. Joseph’s University (Pennsylvania)
Zeiss, Andrew: St. Louis University
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Alabama, University of-Birmingham (2):
Gonzalez, Joe Rund

Blake

Alabama, University of-Tuscaloosa (3): Ryan Caselton, Elliot McCandless, Cullin Tripp
Arizona, University of (2): Neil Gaynor, Jack Halbert
Arkansas, University of (2): Cole Tarlas, Teddy
Thorpe
Augustana College (1): Clayton Houle
Baylor University (1): Eric Walden
Belmont University (1): John Ottenlips
Benedictine College (1): Brian Curran
Bowdoin College (1): Chris Gys
Bradley University (1): Joe Sorgea
Carnegie Mellon University (1): Joe Essig
Case Western Reserve University (3): Blake Gibson,
Jordan Gibson, Jack Hovater
Central Missouri, University of (1): Jermell Hundley
Creighton University (7): Chris Connor, Tommy
Hayek, Joseph Kreienkamp, Tom Laughlin, Richie
Mayer, Alex Tarter, Sam Wilhelm
Dallas, University of (1): Joe Archer
Dayton, University of (8): Tom Critchfield, Tommy
Croghan, Cole Guignon, Joe Hancock, Connor Hellman, Lucas Hernandez, Kyle Krause, Jack Schultz
Delaware, University of (1): Mitchell Robinson
Denison University (1): Alex Mackin
DePauw University (4): Joey Fisher, Zach Hoffman,
Ryan Hurston, Andrew Quinn

Loyola University-Chicago (2): Nick Kimble, Robert Martineau
Marquette University (2): Jakob Horner, John Kissel
Maryville University (2): Aaron Buettner, Robert
McGee
Miami, University of (Florida) (1): Paul Huether
Miami University (Ohio) (2): Scott McCartney,
Nick Walters

Iowa State University (1): Ian Stroube
Iowa, University of (1): Justin Sinay
Kansas, University of (2):
Tackes

Mitchell Starrs, Alex

Lewis University (1): Tom Beckmann
Lindenwood University (2): Nick Granberry, Patrick Mulligan
Louisville, University of (1): Michael Reese
Loyola Marymount University (2): Matt Lynas, Jake
Trokey
Loyola University Maryland (1): Michael Dowd

Southern California, University of (1): Reid Marshall

St. Joseph’s University (Pennsylvania) (2): Andrew
Nguyen, Prince Yakubu

Mississippi, University of (3): Sam Hack, Anthony
Heumann, Dan Siemers

St. Louis College of Pharmacy (1): Charlie Moody

Missouri State University (4): A.J. Cirillo, Chris
Lamb, Stephen Miller, Josh Schwartz
Missouri University of Science and Technology (5):
Connor Downs, Alex Martinosky, Maurice Murray,
Owen Smith, Jack Thompson
Missouri, University of-Columbia (35): Alec Ablen,
Connor Baringer, Matthew Binz, Will Bruns, Phil
Bundren, Peter Burke, Jacob Daugherty, Tim Decker,
Andrew Fox, Michael Grassi, Will Greiner, Dylan
Hewlett, Remy Hoffmann, Paul Jasso, Connor Jordan, Jacob Kelly, Nick Koors, Kyle Lehmann, John
McCann, Brendan McDermott, Joe Merrill, Mike
Michler, Tommy Neyer, Joe O’Brien, Lucas Paino,
Adam Patton, Michael Simon, Jake Somerscales,
Luke Sperkowski, Michael Tayon, Ryan Trenter, Ben
Whitehead, John Wilhelm, Paul Winkelmann, James
Wirthlin
Missouri, University of-Kansas City (3): Sam Bieg,
Nick Keeven, Harry Parker
Missouri, University of-St. Louis (1): Bobby Bock

University of Notre Dame (11): Sean Campbell,
Brendan Clark, Jackson Cummings, Joe Grady, Alex
Groesch, Roman Gusdorf, Andy Hitch, Justin Jellinek, Ryan McGrail, Andrew Robinson, Joe Walsh

Indiana University (2): Sam Farrell, Brian Suhre

South Carolina, University of (1): Michael Essma

Minnesota, University of-Twin Cities (1): Ben McCoy

Fordham Unviersity (5): Mike Cella, Nick Geiser,
Dan Gerard, Charlie Kretschmer, John Woeltje

Illinois, University at Urbana-Champaign (2): Lorenzo Crim, Nick Pertzborn

Savannah College of Art and Design (1): Will Morris

Spring Hill College (1): Michael Potter

Nebraska, University of-Lincoln (1): Ryan Kennedy

Illinois State University (1): Keith Schumacher

Santa Clara University (1): Matt Steurer

Midwestern State University (1): David Chisholm

Drexel University (1): Nsilo Berry

Grinnell College (1): Kieran Connolly

Roosevelt University (1): Philip Crawford

Middle Tennessee State University (1): Kaleb King

Drake University (2): Matt Horas, Nick Kocisak

Georgetown University (2): Dominic LaMantia,
Paul Spezia
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Southern Methodist University (3): Colin Barrett,
Danny Buehler, Matt Hinkebein

Murray State University (2): Joey Coulson, Jack
Whyte

George Washington Unviersity (1): Sam Bahlinger

Prep News

Ohio State University (1): Anthony Connors
Pennsylvania State University (1): Chase Berger
Pepperdine University (1): Kenneth Warner
Princeton University (1): Kurt Thiemann
Providence College (1): Sean Philip
Purdue University (4): Jack Kellett, Matthew Nicholson, Jim Riley, Matthew Scherrer
Quincy University (2): Mickey Mandle, Tyler McNeil
Quinnipiac University (1): John Puricelli
Regis University (1): Jack Flotte

St. Louis Community College-Meramec (1): Joe
Reardon
St. Louis University (28): Michael Armbruster,
Brendan Bement, Tony Bright, Darrian Castro, Vince
Colon, Drew Donze, Brian Dugan, Gabe Garcia, Alex
Greubel, Zach Haegele, Nick Hunsaker, Teddy Jones,
Evan Lewis, Luke Mammen, Justin McManemin,
Mark Messmer, Bed Modde, Joel Ocampo, Jackson
Russo, Justin Seaton, Parker Shumate, Austin Smith,
Phill Stelzer, Andrew Trinh, Joe Vicini, Kyle Vogt,
Jack Walsh, Andrew Zeiss
St. Olaf College (1): David Mayhall
Texas A&M University (1): David Arredondo
Texas Christian University (2): Alden Henderson,
Brian Howard
Trinity University (1): Jimmy Hoffmann
Truman State University (6): Joji Cabonce, Thomas Graves, J.J. Guenther, Kyle Martino, Collin Pratt,
Andy Riek
Tulane University (1): Jack Ross
University of Tulsa (12): Jeremy Auch, Joshua Bergman, Daniel Boyce, David Boyce, Luke Brooks, Sam
Chott, Henry Luepke, Nathan Mackey, Joe Moran,
Matt Rechtien, John Schulz, Mitch Shaw
Valparaiso University (1): Nick Wottowa
Vanderbilt University (3): Ryan Arroyo, Clark DeWoskin, Scott Szewczyk
Washington University (5): David Ayeke, Jonathan
Bartolone, Matt Clohisy, John Webb, Nick Williams
Webster University (1): Matt Rudolf
Wisconsin, University of-Madison (1): Sam Morris
Xavier University (6): Ryan Behrndt, Travis Golick,
Zach Greiner, John Lawder, Matt Raeber, Alex Reitz
Gap Year (1): Cullen Gerber
Playing Junior Hockey in the North American
Hockey League (1): Corey Quinn
Undecided (5): Jon Bosslet, Radzou Dorlus, Chris
Favier, Nick Halaska, Michael Sigman

Rhodes College (1): Augie John
Rice University (1): Mitch Mackowiak
Robert Morris University (2): Stephen Lordo, Justin
Mayfield
Rockhurst University (10): Kevin Brennan, Jacob
Brotherton, Andrew Garcia, Greg Huggins, Peter
Hummel, Ben Hutchison, Lane Koch-Etzel, Sam
Martel, Matt Rancilio, Paul Tahan

Check the Prep News next week for a listing of
seniors’ accepted scholarships.
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A map of the United States by counties. Counties
whose county seats were visited by English teacher
Chuck Hussung are shaded in gray. Certain counties of special interest are marked in black and
explored further below and to the right of the map.
Photos published online under the Creative Commons licence.

Buchanan County, Missouri
St. Joseph

H

ussung described the town
of St. Joseph, Missouri
(population:
76,780) in Buchanan County as large enough
to support a large courthouse and
small enough to focus its efforts
on building an impressive one.

Larger cities, Hussung observed,
could direct their attention at
other focuses of municipal pride;
small cities are more likely to use
their courthouse to showcase
their community.

The black string of counties through Georgia are the
counties Hussung visited as he traveled from Atlanta to
St. Simon’s Island Georgia. This trip inspired Hussung to
begin deliberately visiting county seats.

Grant County, Wisconsin
Lancaster

H

ussung noted the town of
Lancaster in Grant County Wisconsin, for its courthouse’s unusual glass and cop-

Calloway County, Kentucky
Murray
Hussung’s ambitious project spans over 700 county seats
by Adam Thorp
news editor

I

t’s a project as strange as it is
ambitious. Most of America’s
more than 3,000 counties, parishes and administrative districts
have a county seat, a town they
have chosen as the location of the
county courthouse and county
government.
Since 1979, English teacher
Chuck Hussung has made it his
goal to visit as many of them as
possible. His treks have sent him
across the country and back into
the memories of his hometown of
Murray, county seat of Calloway
County, Ky.
Hussung estimates he has
visited 782 county seats out of the
3,143 counties or county equivalents (parishes in Louisiana, independent cities in Virginia and the
like) in the country.

After a visit to each seat, he
marks it in his crumbling 1979
Hammond atlas. (A map of county seats marked in that book can
be seen above this article.)
Hussung began his project
on a 1979 road trip from Atlanta
to St. Simon’s Island, Ga. Much
of the trip took place on US
highways which, in much of the
South, travel through the middle
of towns where the courthouses
are located.
“Every time I’d see the courthouse my heart would—I would
respond to it, I liked seeing it.
That’s the first time I remember
noticing I cared about county
courthouses and county seats,”
said Hussung about that trip.
After that trip, Hussung began marking his atlas each time
he passed through a county seat,
but established rules about what

counts as a visit.
“If I drive through a town
on the interstate, and I can see it
off in the distance, I don’t count
that. But all I have to do to count
is to drive deep enough into the
town to feel like I got a sense of
the place. If all I saw were the fast
food restaurants out on the bypass, then it doesn’t count,” said
Hussung.
Hussung speculates that his
emotional connection to county
seats and the courthouses that
often stand at their center can be
linked to his childhood in Murray, Ky., where the courthouse
served as a center of town life.
In freshman and sophomore
year of high school, Hussung
picked up papers for his paper
route across the alley from the
courthouse, where he and the paperboys sat and tied the papers.

Wallace’s Drug Store, where an
old-fashioned soda fountain allowed people to mix cherry and
vanilla Coke, was also across from
the courthouse.
“To me, the courthouse feels
like the center of the universe, in a
certain sense. It’s where the roads
come together, the center of the
town,” said Hussung. “Some part
of (the project’s inspiration) is the
affection for my hometown that is
some sort of nostalgia.”
The project provides Hussung a way to substantiate a broad
experience of a place from a brief
visit.
“You can’t visit an entire
county, but if you’ve visited the
county seat, you’ve gotten to the
heart of the place, the place that
county has designated (as the
place) to congregate, to put our
offices and things like that,” said
Hussung.

T

he town of Murray in Calloway County, Ky., is Hussung’s
hometown. He credits the time he
spent around the courthouse at
the center of Murray for inspiring
his love for county courthouses
and county seats.
In the far right of the photograph is a statue of Confederate general Robert E. Lee. Unlike
most Confederate monuments,
the statue does not face north.
When residents of the Deep South
called Hussung a Yankee, he cited
the presence of a statue of a Confederate general on the courthouse line in Murray as proof that
Kentucky was part of the south.

per cupola.
The distinctive cupola
caused the city to be nicknamed “The Dome City.”

H

ussung remembers the
courthouse in the town of
Cottonwood in Chase County,
Kan., for how its architectural
style contrasted with the town
that surrounded it.
The courthouse is built in
Queen Anne architectural style,
which builds to achieve a sense of
loft with its elongated windows.
The courthouse sits on top of a
hill, looking over the tiny town
(population, 903). The towering
architectural style combined with
the small town below leaves a
powerful impression.
“It’s just a magnificent setting: everything’s small in this
place, but it’s just designed to
seem lofty,” said Hussung.

Chase County, Kansas
Cottonwood Falls
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Busenhart to go part time after 45 years of teaching
(continued from page 1)

went to Rolla together. He was
smart. He quit at the end of the
first semester,” said Busenhart. “I
also thought about this: both my
grandmothers were teachers, my
aunt was a professor at SMU, my
uncle was a teacher and a principal of a high school, and so you
just think there must be something there that makes this appealing to all your relatives.”
Teaching science had always
been in the back of Busenhart’s
mind thanks to his high school
physics teacher.
“He worked a four to midnight shift at McDonnell-Douglas
as an engineer, then he would
come and teach us physics in the
morning and the afternoon, he’d
grade all the papers on the weekend, and then bring everything
back on a Monday, and it was
his enthusiasm for science that
helped me not to be a chemistry
teacher but to be a science teacher,” said Busenhart. “So it’s amazing the people that influence you
that you don’t really think influence you.”
The idea to teach chemistry
in particular came from Busenhart’s childhood meddling with
the science.
“You could actually get your
parents to go buy beakers and
flasks and chemicals and all sorts
of stuff because there weren’t really major regulations—we’re
talking in the 1950s—and so in
seventh grade a good friend and
I did all sorts of experiments. We
made explosions, we made all
sorts of things, and so it intrigued
me. And so as a result I wanted to
find out how those things worked
and why they worked.”
Busenhart was hired at SLUH
for the 1966-67 school year but
could have just as easily not. His
application initially got denied,
but when the person who was
offered the teaching position declined, SLUH gave the offer to
Busenhart.

Water Polo

For his first year Busenhart
taught and moderated the Science Club. At the end of the year,
though, Jesuit scholastic Pat Berger approached Busenhart at a faculty party.
“He said, ‘You seem to have
a lot of free time. Would you
like to coach water polo?’” said
Busenhart. “I said, ‘I’ve never
seen a game.’ He said, “Oh, we
really don’t have to do a lot of
things, I got a book that tells you
something about water polo, and
all you have to do is get the kids
together because they’re good
enough, they can run everything,
and you just have to volunteer to
be a part of it.’”
Busenhart agreed. He learned
the game though watching other
teams and reading books on water
polo, and his initial team management followed Berger’s advice—
he let the upperclassmen essentially run the practices.
But just a few years later, in
1969, Busenhart had to abandon
teaching temporarily. After fighting the draft notice for a year, he
begrudgingly joined the Marine
Corps, but not before finding a
stand-in water polo coach.
“I convinced Father Vale-

quette, who had never done a
game, to take the polo team,” said
Busenhart. “I said, ‘All you have to
do is talk to the players and they’ll
take care of you, and if you do this,
at least the first year, I guarantee
you you’ll win the State championship.’ And they did. They had
that good a team.”
Two years later, in 1971,
Busenhart returned, helming the
water polo team for 30 more years
until 2001. SLUH’s water polo
claimed eight District titles (as
well as six second-place finishes)
under Busenhart, in ’78, ’87, ’89,
’92, ’93, ’94, ’96, and ’01. His record was 449 wins and 170 losses
(a win percentage of .725).
“He’s the guy who was the
reason we had a water polo team,”
said head water polo coach Paul
Baudendistel. “Guys liked playing
for him and didn’t mind working for him. He had developed a
program where seniors passed the
torch on to the freshmen, and I remember the first few days would
always be not him teaching guys
how to tread and swim with the
ball and pass and eggbeater but
the upperclassmen doing that.”

Hockey

SLUH hockey started to coalesce during Busenhart’s military
leave.
“While I was gone in the military, SLUH had a semi-club team.
They had kids who would meet,
and they would go play games
against CBC, DeSmet, Chaminade at a rink called Winterland,
but the games were always played
at midnight or one or two in the
morning because there wasn’t the
available ice,” said Busenhart. “So
a bunch of parents got together
and athletic directors and private
schools and said, ‘Let’s get control
of this.’ And so when I came back
in ’71 they asked for volunteers to
run this ice hockey program.”
Charlie Amelotti, Dr. Jim
Murphy, and Busenhart volunteered. The three were also picked
for their past experience and enthusiasm: Murphy was the wrestling coach, Amelotti was a big
hockey fan, and Busenhart had
coached water polo and knew
hockey, as he frequented Blues
games when the team started out.
And for one reason or another,
by the fourth year of the program
Busenhart was the sole coach.
Busenhart applied the same
formula for coaching water polo
to hockey: learning the game
by watching Blues games, poring through resources from USA
Hockey, and going to clinics.
And for 41 years he was the
head coach.
“There’s a lot of people in
athletics who love being assistant
coaches,” said Busenhart. “They
don’t want to be the head coach
because the head coach gets all
the criticism, all the flak, and has
to take care of all the little nitty
gritty stuff. A lot of people just
don’t want to do that. I didn’t
mind, though.”
SLUH’s hockey team made it
to seven semifinals and two Challenge Cup finals under Busenhart.
His record was 523 wins, 438 losses, and 98 ties. Busenhart was also
elected as a charter member of the
Missouri Amateur Hockey Hall
of Fame in 2008, and the Mid-

SLUH
hockey double dips as inline takes State
Andrew Fix

By
Reporter

photo | Sam Beckmann

States Club Hockey Association
(MSCHA) named its coach of the
year award the Charles Busenhart
Coach of the Year Award this past
year.
Statistics and honors aside,
Busenhart touched each player
with his attitude and presence.
“The biggest thing Mr. B did
for me was teach me how to play
the game with dignity,” said senior and forward Chase Berger.
“While playing under Mr. B, I
never saw him scream at the refs
or even curse in the locker room.
He took a much more noble approach to the sport and represented SLUH very well, which influenced me to try to do the same.”
“Mr. B just keeps it light all
the time,” said senior and forward
Peter Hummel. “It’s always light
on the ice, he’ll always make a
few jokes if we mess up or something, but then he knows when to
make it serious. … His passion for
the game coaching for 41 years
rubbed off on everyone. People
could tell that it rubbed off on the
team. He really cared about it and
he made us care about the game.”

Teaching
Busenhart has taught chemistry for 45 years.
Aside from a few years of introductory physical science in the
early 1970s, that’s the one thing
he’s taught.
For 12 of those years he was
the department chair, intimately
involved in the hiring process for
the science department as well as
the improvement of the current
staff, including himself.
Busenhart also started the
accelerated chemistry program
in the ’90s and the AP program
in 2000 and taught both of them
until chemistry teacher Mary
Russo took over the accelerated
program in 2007. Russo will take
over the AP program from him
next year.
Any teacher would want to
have the massive amount of experience Busenhart does.
“He’s done every lab in every
certain way, and he knows the dilutions and he knows the reagents
he has to buy because he’s done it,”
said Russo. “And to have that kind
of experience, that kind of veteran with something as crazy as
a chemistry class, to have that resource on staff is invaluable. The
first question we always ask is,
‘Well, let’s ask Charlie.’ He’s kind
of like Google for the office.”
And do not be deceived that
over the decades Busenhart has
crystallized his teaching ways.
“He’s constantly tinkering
with what labs he does and what
textbook he’s using and what resources are available to him,” said
Baudendistel. “One of the things
we talk about is we want our graduates to be lifelong learners, and
that’s him. He’s going to a conference next Friday on STEM. He’s
not retiring. He’s just going to be
less than full time, but still he’s active and willing to go hear about
new things and that’s awesome.”
Athletic
Director
Dick
Wehner estimated in his speech
last year on Busehart’s hockey
coaching career that he has taught
about 4,458 students at SLUH.
And a few of those are teachers.
“He taught me chemistry

T

he St. Louis U. High inline
hockey team followed in the
ice hockey team’s footsteps this
season, overcoming a 2-8-3 regular season to upset the top three
teams in the playoffs and roll to a
State title with a 9-8 victory over
Seckman.
In the final game of the
season, the Jr. Bills edged Vianney 6-1 to nab the eighth seed
for the State tournament. In the
first round they knocked off topseeded DeSmet 6-4 before taking
down No. 2 seed Fort Zumwalt
North. These wins propelled them
into the final against No. 3 seed
Seckman.
Earlier in the season, Seckman had topped SLUH 13-3 and
10-6. But both games came before
SLUH had won a game all year;
between their last loss to Seckman
and the State final, the Jr. Bills put
up a 4-0-2 record.
“Some of our issues earlier
in the season were related to our
guys learning to play together as
a team and learning some of the
differences between ice hockey
and inline, and we would be missing our key players for some of
the games,” said head coach Tim
O’Neil. “But if you look over the

course of the season, you’ll see
that we were always very competitive against our opponents. In the
final two weeks of the season, we
had all of our players and were
able to practice together, and I
think that helped the team to gel
toward the end.”
During the game on Friday,
SLUH began by establishing a 4-0
lead, but Seckman began to make
a comeback, closing to 5-2 at halftime and making SLUH snap out
of their complacency.
“At halftime, we talked about
getting too relaxed with the lead,
that we allowed them to get back
in the game,” O’Neil said. “We
knew that we needed to be more
aggressive on our forecheck and
take more shots against their
goalie, and we needed to tighten
our defense.”
In the second half, Seckman outscored SLUH 6-4. Senior
Chase Berger, who missed parts
of the regular season due to commitments to his Jr. Blues team,
scored four of his six goals in the
half, including the goal that gave
SLUH a 9-7 security blanket.
Senior Cole Tarlas also added
two goals on the night, and junior
Joe Schneider scored a goal as
well in the 9-8 victory.
“I am really happy for our

seniors and am very proud of
the underclassmen who played
varsity this year. We really benefited from the great leadership of
our senior players, Chase Berger,
Cole Tarlas, Scott McCartney, and
Joe Walsh,” said O’Neil. “Chase
Berger and Scott McCartney were
on the club when we won state in
2011, so they are two-time champions. They really set the tone for
the club to continue its success. It
was an honor and privilege for me
to have the opportunity to coach
these guys.”
O’Neil already has plans for
improvement next year.
“We hope to continue to
build a club that is consistently
competitive and fun for the guys
who play. With a sport like inline hockey, which is not a mainstream sport, our future success
hinges on our ability to recruit
guys who are interested in playing,” said O’Neil. “We take players
of all ability levels, from experienced ice hockey players to guys
who have never played organized
hockey before. Our future success depends upon getting the
right number of players so that we
can place our guys on teams that
play at the appropriate skill level
for each individual, so they can
have an enjoyable experience.”
photo | Mr. Matt Sciuto

Charlie Busenhart helps a student with an experiment during Mission Week.

here, and then when I got hired
here he was more or less my mentor as a new teacher so he’s played,
obviously, a really big role in making me the teacher that I am today,” said chemistry teacher Bill
Anderson. “He’s been a real blessing to have here at school.”
“He’s a mentor for me. He’s
a father for me. He’s a friend,”
said Russo. “To watch him and to
share a room with him over the
years has really been an adventure.”

Scaling Back
“There’s the energy that you
have when you’re 30, 40, or 50
… and next year I’ll be 70,” said
Busenhart.
Coaching two sports at once
definitely sapped Busenhart’s energy, but he said he had to drop
water polo mostly due to the
amount of conflicts he encountered when the beginning of the
hockey season jumped from the
last week in October to the week
after Labor Day.
“I had a very, very, very, very
good person, well qualified, in
Mr. Baud to take over water polo
so it was easy to let that one go,”
said Busenhart.
Leaving hockey was a combination of the lack of energy and
change.
“After 41 years it was time. It
was time because they needed a
change. I needed a change,” said
Busenhart. “I tell you this, I will
not miss the going to the game
an hour before or staying a half
an hour after, and I won’t miss
practices where you have to rush
out of SLUH and get to practice
and get on the ice and then rush
home to do something else. So
if there’s anything good about it,
not coaching, that’s the, in quotes,
good part.”
And next year, Busenhart
will teach part time with two sections of Accelerated Chemistry.
“Each year you get older,

each year you see the same kids
making the same mistakes doing
the same good and obnoxious
things, and eventually you get
tired of it. That’s what they told
me. I never got tired of it. I just
got to the point where you don’t
have any energy to come in and
teach everything everyday.”
He also thought the AP
chemistry course was becoming
too condensed and intense, as it
shrunk from 57 days last year to
49 days (minus three snow days)
this year.
“I just felt like I can’t do justice to teaching AP under those
conditions even though the guys
get pretty doggone good scores,
they get an average of 4, 4.3, 4.4
average,” said Busenhart.
And Busenhart doesn’t feel
that leaving SLUH all at once is a
good choice.
“I’ve talked to other faculty
members who’ve retired and some
of them retired and just quit like
that, they tell me that’s the worst
mistake they ever made,” said
Busenhart. “They figured it would
be better if you gradually let go of
teaching and being with the kids
because they missed it when they
just quit abruptly. “
Because he can’t just walk
away from something he loves.
“Teachers who teach teenagers have to like teenagers with all
of their foibles and all of their going through changes and so forth,
but you got to have fun while
you’re doing it,” said Busenhart.
“And so one of the ways to have
fun is to not act as a teenager but
at least earn the respect of teenagers by showing that you actually
care about them and care about
them learning and when you care
about people they begin to care
about you. It works, it really does
work.”
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C-Baseball ends strong
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Freshman Jeff Cooley turns the other way to avoid being tagged on April 10.
By Tim Nile
Reporter

A

fter long practices and a long
season filled with more ups
than downs, the C Baseball team
(12-5) is ready to finish its season.
The team started out well
when Sean Kelso threw a no-hitter against Bishop DuBourg.
“I was very happy with my
performance and I was very
proud that my team had my back
and I hope to do it again,” said
Kelso.
But the team hasn’t always
been on top. The team suffered
a rough losing streak around
mid-season with losses against
Lindbergh and Chaminade. The
team kept its game close against
Kirkwood but couldn’t pull off the
win, losing 7-6.
“They had a bad streak one
point in their season, but I like
what I see,” said ASC teacher Kris
Holmes, an avid C baseball fan.

After the team broke its losing streak, the hitters and pitchers have been performing at their
best.
The team’s long practices
have helped the team to grow
together. When asked what the
strongest aspect of the team is,
center fielder Sam Perry said,
“Team chemistry, but we’ve really
been hitting the baseball, pinging
it around the ball park.”
The team has two doubleheaders at the stadium this weekend in its last tournament of the
season. The team is looking to
finish strong and seems confident.
“We’re probably going to play
CBC (in the championship), and
beat them in the end,” said Perry.
Their tournament championship game will be played this
coming Monday, if the Jr. Bills
win their seed games.

JV Golf takes third at MCCs
Sophomore Danny Tarlas pushes the puck up the floor in the state game against Seckman.

JV Tennis tops Priory to finish 11-0
photo | Mrs. Mary Mayhall

Freshman John Correa lunges forward to hit the ball in a match on April 12.
by Matthew
reporter

T

Thomas

he St. Louis U. High JV tennis team closed out its season
against Priory on May with a narrow win to finish with an impressive 11-0 record.
“We had a stellar, undefeat-

ed season,” said junior Michael
Daugherty. “We’re pretty much
the best.”
The Jr. Bills narrowly finished
their undefeated season with a
come-from-behind win against
Priory. After dropping behind
two games, the Jr. Bills turned on

the pressure and fought their way
back to 8-8. The Jr. Bills won the
tiebreaker 8-6.
Coach Gabe Vitale gives
credit to the upperclassmen for
stepping up during the season despite some of the team’s injuries.
“They are all just good guys
and (have been) a pleasure to
work with and be with everyday,”
said Vitale.
“As far as leaders, (juniors)
Nick Thomas and Kevin Benben
held the upper spots on JV all year
and have now been moved up to
varsity,” said Vitale. “They are an
example of what JV is all about,
getting to that next level.”
The 2014 season is also on
Vitale’s mind.
When asked about his goal
for the next season he said, “Our
goal would be to find the best,
challenge the best, do the best we
can, and hopefully beat the best.”

by Gabe Joy
reporter

T

he JV golf team wrapped up
its season with an undefeated record of 12-0. The team has
played through rough weather,
performing very well.
The team finished in third
place at the recent MCC Tournament. Medalists for the tournament included sophomore Dan
Venker, who shot an 82, sophomore Tommy O’Toole, and junior
Brandon Schonhoff.
“The team has shown great
improvement over the course of
the season. They have worked
very hard,” said head coach Tom
Wilson. “Every time someone
shot poorly, someone was always
there to pick them back up and
redeem them with good playing.”
A high point of the team’s

season was winning the Pattonville Invitational Tournament in
the White Division with a score
of 234. Members of the team
included juniors Brendan Keuss, Michael Mimlitz, and Liam
Fitzgerald, sophomores O’Toole,
Peter Lynas, and Pat Waters, and
freshmen Paul Henken, Matt
Frein, and Scotty Berger.
Golfers on the team that have
done exceptionally well this season include Henken, Fitzgerald,
and Keuss, who have medaled
three times each this season.
“The team must practice a
lot in the offseason in order to be
successful next season,” said Wilson.
“Overall, I am very happy
with the team’s performance this
season,” he added.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“No man is a hero to his valet.”
				
-Frank Muir
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Bad luck
keeps golf
from State

by Thomas
staff

sports
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fter ending the season 8-2
(6-2 MCC) and taking second place at Districts, the St. Louis U. High varsity golf team went
into Sectionals with its two-stroke
miss of State last year clear in the
players’ minds.
But tough conditions and
strong competition in the form of
a one-stroke difference gave the Jr.
Bills a third place finish, with only
junior Scott Schaeffer and sophomore Alex Ciaramitaro qualifying
for the State tournament on Monday in Springfield at Rivercut Golf
Course.
Marquette took first place
with a 305 followed by Poplar Bluff high school with 309,
both of which qualified for State.
SLUH finished at 310.
According to head coach
Scott Gilbert, the conditions were
wet and windy, making it tough
for players to put up the low
scores they needed. Despite these
conditions, SLUH’s scores were all
81 and below. SLUH’s top finishers were Schaeffer and Ciaramitaro, who both shot 76.
“I started off really rough,”
said Schaeffer. “I bogeyed the first five holes. It kind of got in my
head that I didn’t want this to go
like last year.”
Junior Will Doorack put up
a 78, one stroke behind the cutoff
to qualify. Sophomore Dan Venker came in with an 80 and junior
Ryan Pilcher shot an 81.
Unfortunately for Doorack,
his drive on the 18th hole
bounced off the cart path not
once but twice and landed out
of bounds, forcing him to drive
again. Doorack’s poor luck gave
him a double bogey to close the
round.
“It was definitely disappointing,” said Schaeffer. “One stroke
better from any one of us could
have made a difference.”
Despite not qualifying as
a team, Gilbert is excited for
Schaeffer and Ciaramitaro.
“I think they’re doing a great
job in showing everybody what
SLUH golf ’s about,” said Gilbert.
“These are two guys who are very
capable of going down to a big
tournament and either winning
the thing or placing very, very
high.”
To prepare, Schaeffer said he’s
been going to the driving range
after school. He and Ciaramitaro
are going to play a round at the
State course on Sunday.
“Scott was down there as a
freshman . . . so he’s got some
experience behind his belt,” said
Gilbert. “I think Alex will be just
fine, especially with all the experience he has with tournaments
that he played in this year and last
year.”

By Michael
reporter

sit

W

ith an MCC track meet
victory, St. Louis U. High’s
track and field team extinguished
the tiny flames of hope still flickering in the rest of the Metro
Catholic Conference.
On May 2, the track and field
team stomped its competitors
at the annual varsity and junior
varsity MCC meet. Despite the
pelting rain and resulting delay,
SLUH’s varsity and junior varsity
track and field teams persevered
and established their presence at
conference by winning at both
levels. The varsity team’s cumulative 134 points put everyone else
to shame, with CBC trudging behind in second with 114 points,
and DeSmet in third with 72
points to their name.
Success transmitted to the
junior varsity as well. JV took
the top of the podium with a
stunning 148 points, while DeSmet gathered 95 points and CBC
grabbed the last feathers in the air
with 46.5 points.
The day before, head coach
Joe Porter held a team meeting, emphasizing the necessity of
snagging all the second and third
places possible.
“It’s the seconds and thirds
that win us conference,” said Porter.
With a swift finish, the sprint
squad kicked it to the finish line
last Thursdsay. Not surprisingly, senior sprint captain Alex
Groesch grabbed gold in his favorite events, the 200 and 400
meters, while settling with silvers
in the 4x200 and 4x400 relays.

photo | Nolen Doorak

Groesch’s fellow senior and sprint
captain Tyler McNeil cheetahed
the three legs he raced in, the
4x100, 4x200, and 4x400.
Distance men were also successful. Gifted junior John Esswein captured an easy second in
the mile with a 4:31, with junior
Tom Rubio tagging behind with a
fourth place finish at 4:36.
In the 4x800, Joe Archer
went under 2:00 with a blazing
1:58. Junior Michael Swan ran a
2:00, and sophomore Shayn Jackson and senior Matthew Nicholson, rounded out the relay to take
first overall. In the 3200, Nicholson and Jack Sullivan went 1-2 for
the sweep.
On the junior varsity distance squad, freshman Joe Butler,
sophomore Jordan Sosa, and junior Jerry Amsler blazed a trail to
the podium. Butler and Sosa took
first and second, respectively, in
the 1600, highlighted by Butler’s
4:47 mile.
Sosa’s day didn’t end there; he
also soared to fourth place in the
two mile. Amsler also inched his
way to third with a 10:56 in the
mile.
The hurldlers didn’t let up the
heat on the others in conference.
Senior hurdle captain Andrew
Fox did heavy damage in the 110
hurdles and 300 hurdles, gaining
third and second respectively. Senior captain Prince Yakubu flew
over the hurdles and won the 110
hurdle dash. Freshmen Logan
McClellan prevented Chaminade
from taking first and second in
the JV 100 meter hurdles. Representing the junior class, Sergio
Park tagged third place in the 300

Seaton

he Jr. Bill Ultimate frisbee
team emerged from a weekend that began as an uplifting one
but soon sent its spirits crashing
down. Three games were all that
stood between SLUH and State
that would decide their seeding and test their strength, three
games against the three teams
who are often their toughest competition at State.
Saturday brought the Discbills to Priory’s house to take on a
strong varsity Rebel squad.
With last year’s semifinal loss
heavy in their hearts, SLUH came
out early with a purpose. After
scoring the first few points quickly, it became clear to the Jr. Bills
that Priory had lost a lot of senior
weapons. They keyed in on a few
strong players and held the Rebels
to three points in the first half.
But SLUH got a bit too comfortable. Priory had a few late
arrivals who, along with SLUH’s
relaxed attitude, contributed to a
huge comeback.
Still, when SLUH saw that
the Rebels were on their tails, they
mustered the energy to pull off a
13-11 win.
“The win over Priory was
nice,” said coach Andrew Schroeder, “although I wish we could
have kept our cushion and blown
them out. A 13-11 win after an
8-3 first half is not ideal, but a win
is a win. Glad we escaped with

that one.”
After a close but reassuring
win, SLUH was primed to take
a DeSmet JV team that was not
to be underestimated, and a varsity team that took home the 2012
State title.
On a dreary day interrupted
by drizzle and a chilly wind, SLUH
took on JV first. They scored
quickly, and it began to look eerily
similar to the Priory game. Schroeder hoped that SLUH could keep
the momentum.
Unfortunately, with a 6-2
lead the Jr. Bills were littered with
injuries and obviously losing energy. DeSmet took advantage of
the dwindling heat from the boys
in blue and came back within one
before half.
With their only two seniors
sidelined by injuries, SLUH was
feeling weak and frustrated. After
a rousing speech by Schroeder,
the Jr. Bills marched back onto the
field. Though still looking tired,
they scored a couple points before fatigue started to set in once
again.
“When DeSmet JV started
coming back I was thinking about
how to use our timeouts to try to
stop their momentum and inject
some life back into our squad,”
said Schroeder.
Unfortunately, they had the
momentum and they weren’t going to be stopped. SLUH walked
away from their first game with a
surprising 13-11 loss in the books.

by
reporter

T

Freshman Thomas Caputa speeds up past a Vianney opponent at the MCC
meet.

meter hurdles with a quick 48.72
Jump crew cleared the floor,
filling the first, second, and third
places in their events: the triple,
long, and high jumps. Varsity
jumpers Alex Piening, Yakubu,
and David Bosslet performed well
in their respective events.
“MCC’s was a good day for
the jumps. I won high jump and
Prince won triple jump,” said Piening.
Bosslet, SLUH’s only long
jumper, finished fourth with
19.03, and in fourth place in the
triple jump.
The throwing squad won at
both varisty and junior varstiy
levels. Junior shot capatin, Jim

Gasch and senior shot captain
Nicholas Granberry captured first
and second in the shot put with
throws of 46.08 feet and 44.06
feet, respectively. Varsity discus
placed third and fourth, from Jim
Geoffroy and Gasch. JV shotput
and discus superstar Will Smith
won first in both the JV shotput
and disc. Meanwhile, freshman
Adam Cross grabbed sixth and
fifth in the shotput and discus, respectively.
“District meet is about survive and advance,” said Porter.
“We will be running a different
lineup at Districts than at conference because we are going to focus on our best chances to qualify
to state.”

“I was obviously disappointed when we lost,” said Schroeder,
“but the main thought I had was
trying to motivate the team to get
up for the next game against DeSmet varsity.”
After quickly shutting out
SLUH’s JV, the Spartan varsity
squad was rested and ready to
take on the team that had just lost
to their JV. SLUH came out early
to show DeSmet this would not
be an easy win. SLUH and DeSmet were neck and neck through
the first five points and the SLUH
sideline was fired up.
But again, SLUH got lazy,
lost momentum, and let DeSmet

widen the gap. The Frisbills ended
the day with a 13-6 loss.
Although their record was
sullied, the Discbills definitely
showed glimpses of good things
to come at State.
“I saw flashes of really good,
patient offense,” said Schroeder. “I
also saw some inspiring defense—
guys working hard to stick with
their man. We need to keep our
energy up and focus engaged for
an entire game and make those
plays on a consistent basis to contend at State.”
The State tournament will
take place this Saturday and Sunday at Priory.
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he St. Louis U. High baseball team (20-4, 5-2 MCC)
narrowly squeaked out a 1-0 win
over conference rival Vianney on
Tuesday night. Senior ace Brian
Howard (7-1) held the Griffins in
check with a 104-pitch completegame shutout, his first career victory over Vianney.
“It was the first time I beat
Vianney, so that was great,” said
Howard. “My defense played great
behind me again, they’ve played
great all season. It was fun to get
a shutout and there were a lot of
people out there, which made it
more intense.”
Howard came on strong,
striking out the side in order in
the top of the first. He would go
on to tally ten strikeouts on the
night against one walk, surrendering only two hits on the day—
both to the Vianney designated
hitter, Matt Dreyer.
The Jr. Bills plated the lone
run of the ball game in the bottom of the fifth as the lights began
to flicker on in Sheridan Stadium.
Junior center fielder Charlie
Nester walked with one out and
moved to second on a sacrifice
bunt by senior right fielder Michael Potter. Junior second baseman John Ceriotti rapped a single
back up the box to center, and
Nester beat the throw home by a
step.
“That was it, that’s all he
needed, Brian can’t ask for any
more than that,” said Nicollerat.
“It was a nice bunt, J.C. hung in
there and did a nice job and Brian
just really did a great job.”
Howard ran into some trouble in the seventh as Dreyer’s
leadoff double put the Griffins
in scoring position with no outs.
Following a strikeout of the next
batter, Howard caught the Vianney pinch runner taking off
for third on a pickoff. Howard’s
throw nearly handcuffed senior
third baseman Matt Clohisy, who
was able to make the tag for the
second out.
“Coach and Charlie Kretschmer put that on. I’m just lucky
to have guys that smart to help me
get outs like that because that was
a big time out,” said Howard, who
finished the night with a strikeout.
Vianney senior Kyle McGuire (3-2) took the loss despite
matching Howard with a two-hit
performance to go along with five
strikeouts.
The win puts the Jr. Bills atop
the Metro Catholic Conference
(MCC) with one game remaining
against CBC on Saturday at 5. Regardless of that game’s outcome,
CBC’s loss on Wednesday guaranteed the Jr. Bills at least a share
of the conference title.

St. Charles

Juniors Kyle Macdonald and Jacob Hilmes feed a fallen tree into a wood
chipper on their junior day of service on April 20.
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Howard stymies Vianney as Lacrosse heating up as season winds down
Chazz Carson
bein and senior attack Dylan nior Peter Hummel accounted for
baseball wins 20th game
Hewlett notched a goal apiece as eleven goals and assisted seven of
by Clark DeWoskin
Sports Editor

Injuries and DeSmet squads thwart SLUH Ultimate
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Track wins MCCs, heads to Districts with confidence

by Justin
reporter
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The Jr. Bills took on St.
Charles at home last night. The
7-0 victory gave the Jr. Bills their
20th win on the season. SLUH
collected six hits as a team.
Senior righty Andrew Quinn
took the mound for the win,
throwing five innings and allow-

ing only one hit. Senior Matt Rancilio relieved Quinn and pitched
the sixth inning before handing
the ball off to junior Bryan Nolan
to finish off the game.
“Andrew needed some innings of work and I thought Rancilio came in and did a nice job,”
said Nicollerat. “We’ve got to
go to work and do some hitting,
ball’s just not jumping off the bat
the way it was early in the year; it’s
kind of thudding. I guess we have
to do some better jobs at practice.
I think we need to hit more.”

Kretschmer Leads Off
Early this season, Nicollerat moved senior catcher Charlie
Kretschmer from the fifth spot
in the batting order to the leadoff
role, an uncommon spot in the
batting order for a catcher.
“I struggled with making that
move, but you’re looking at a team
that really doesn’t have a one (hitter), but Charlie is the one guy on
our team that can swing it against
anybody, he’s got a great eye,
works the pitchers really well,”
said Nicollerat. “In the situation
we were in we thought we would
try that. And it’s turned out to be
pretty good for us.”
More often viewed as a power
hitter, Kretschmer currently leads
the team in at bats, with 72, and
base hits, with 23. He has yet to
steal a base on the season despite
a .407 on-base percentage and
.333 batting average.

T

he St. Louis U. High lacrosse
team improved to a record of
11-6 and are riding a four game
winning streak. The Jr. Bills have
outscored their last four opponents by a margin of 43-12.
Last Thursday, the LaxBills
faced off against the Ladue Horton Watkins Lacrosse Club and
easily took the game into their
hands, winning 8-4. Playing
through inclement weather, the Jr.
Bills tried unsuccessfully to string
passes together, leading to a score
of 3-2 going into the fourth quarter.
“It was hard playing against
Ladue,” said senior midfielder and
captain Matthew Hinkebein. “The
weather was rough, and thankfully our defense played solidly
enough until we could get our offense going.”
The Jr. Bills’ defense stepped
up in the fourth quarter, allowing
only one goal. As did the defense,
the offense also came up big with
senior attack and captain Justin
Mayfield scoring six goals. Hinke-

well.
The LaxBills defense has
done a stellar job this year with
senior All-American and captain
Stephen Lordo and junior Max
“Wubby” Cannon accounting for
102 ground balls fielded, according to Maxpreps.com.
The SLUH varsity lacrosse
team carried its defensive success into their Saturday matchup
against the Kirkwood Pioneer Lacrosse Club. Holding the Pioneers
to only one goal, the LaxBills
maintained a tough defense the
entire game.
“Kirkwood was a great game
for us to play before heading into
playoffs,” said senior captain and
defenseman Alex Mackin. “Seeing what our team can do when
everything comes together is awesome, and it’s safe to say our team
can’t wait to take that into playoffs.”
The SLUH offense took advantage of a weak Kirkwood
defense, managing to score 17
goals. Hewlett, Mayfield and se-

the 17 goals scored. Between the
three of them Mayfield put up a
team-high ten points. Many other
players saw action as well as juniors Sean McLaughlin, Eric Bell,
Emmet Flood, and Matt Thomas
scored goals.
“That was a really big game
for our team in all aspects,” said
junior defenseman Mitch Boyer.
“It showed a lot when we put our
younger and less experienced
guys get some good time out on
the field and do well.”
The Jr. Bills look to capitalize this year early in the playoffs
as they are likely to capture a 5
seed and play an O’Fallon team
that had previously beaten them.
O’Fallon is currently (12-3) and is
ranked 7th in Missouri according
to Maxpreps.com.
“This first playoff game is
going to be huge,” said Hummel.
“We’re a completely different
team than we were at the beginning of the season so hopefully
that leads to a completely different outcome.”

Volleyball sweeps DeSmet and CBC
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Opposites Attract
Senior right-fielder Ryan
Hurston has had an affinity for
the opposite field at the plate this
season. Of his 20 hits on the season, 18 have gone to right, including all of his extra base hits—five
doubles and a home run.

Guenther Update
Senior JJ Guenther has been
out with a pulled hamstring since
an April 11 matchup against Ladue. The left-handed-hitting first
baseman hit twice in a scrimmage
on Wednesday but is still limited
to a pinch-hitting role until at
least next week.
“He can’t be running out of
the box yet, so he’s really not ready
yet,” said Nicollerat. “Maybe we
can use him, as a pinch hitter. He’s
one of our better hitters so we’d
definitely like to have him and I
think that’s hurt us a little bit.”

Junior Adam Young bumps the ball in SLUH’s win over CBC.
by Cullin Tripp
Reporter

T

he Volleybills (16-2) finished the season on a high
note, sweeping both DeSmet and
CBC in the final two games of the
season. Those two wins lock up
the Metro Catholic Conference
(MCC) division title.
After spending most of the

season working to develop a
solid rotation to incorporate its
depth, the team seems to have
found its stride at the right time.
Led by senior captains Tom
Beckmann, Jack Walsh, and
Kurt Thiemann, SLUH has elevated its play and become the
number two team in the State.
“I think the biggest improvephoto | Adam Lux

District Playoffs
Sheridan Stadium will play
host to the Class 5 District 5
playoff this weekend. Games will
begin tomorrow at 11 a.m. with
Gateway Tech taking on Webster
Groves—the winner will face Ladue at Ladue on Monday.
At 2 p.m. on Saturday, Ritenour will take on Chaminade—
SLUH will face the winner of that
game at home on Monday as well.
The District championship
game is scheduled for Tuesday at
4:30 p.m.

Senior Kurt Thieman and junior Ben Steinhart attempt to block a kill in the
win over CBC.

Green ribbon and certificate
of Merit
Danny Buehler
Sam Chott
Anthony Cirillo
Kieran Connolly
Joseph Kreienkamp

Greek Winners
Blue ribbon and certificate of
Highest honors
Joseph Archer
Travis Golick
Nathan Mackey

ment is that we fight on each point
until the end of the play,” said
Walsh. “We really try to attack to
the other team for the full play.”
Against CBC on Tuesday,
there were few standout performances, with the team working as a unit. The Jr. Bills fought
through each and every play and
completed the impressive sweep
of the third-ranked Cadets.
“It was probably one of our
best games of the season in
terms of team play,” said Thiemann. “We performed well
in every part of the game.”
For one scary moment, the
Cadets jumped out to a 5-0
lead in the first set. The Volleybills kept their composure and
steadily clawed their way back
into the game and took over behind strong serving and net play.
The Jr. Bills are on track to
achieve their early season goal of
a State title. They begin District
play on Saturday, May 11. Come
out and support the team as they
inch closer to bringing home
State.
Red ribbon and certificate of
High Honors
Cullen Gerber
Roman Gusdorf
Chris Gys
Kurt Thiemann

The 19 Greek students under the instruction of Mary Lee McConaghy received the results for the National Greek Exam, to assess their knowledge. Out of those that took it, 12 received medals.

12
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Friday, May 10

Schedule R
Senior Graduation Practice
Senior Exam Make-Up
V Baseball District Tournament (Through May 18)
7:45pm AP English Language Exam
8pm
Senior Book Buyback
AP
Snack – Chicken Giggles
11:45pm AP Statistics Exam
8pm
Senior Prom
Lunch Special Steak and Cheese
Healthy BBQ Burgers

Saturday, May 11
Rugby State Championship
V Track District Championship
State Water Polo Championships
12pm Dance Rehearsal

Sunday, May 12
Rugby State Championship
7pm
Dance Concert

Monday, May 13
Junior Tom Fields shakes NHS moderator Kathy Chott’s hand as NHS co-moderator Kate Toussaint looks on.

In an induction
ceremony on April
30th, the following
sophomores and
juniors were selected
for entrance into the
National Honors
Society.
Class of 2014
Wisdom Akpan
Ty Burggraf
John Ceriotti
Thomas Fields
Sam Fisher
David Kasper
Michael Kasper
John Lauer
Kyle Macdonald
Tim Manuel

John Mathews
Louis McGuire III
Peter Rackers
Joe Reichold
Mark Rieke
Class of 2015
Alejandro Ayala
Daniel Baldetti
Jack Barbey
Walker Basham
Emil Beckford
Eric Berg
Tommy Blackwell, Jr.
Ryan Blechle
Elliot Boerding
Andrew Bub
Conor Buckley
Ben Buescher
Halpin Burke

SLUH to host
JSEA dinner

Danny Byrne
Eric Caselton
Bo Chevalier
Jacob Colvis
Clark Conway
Colin Derdeyn
Andrew Fix
Alec Garcia
Rick Garner
Joe Godar
Gavin Goga
Matias Grignola
Andrew Harper
Matthew Hennessey
Dominic Himich
Andrew Hof
Gabe Horas
George Howe
Andrew Irvine
Aidan Jacobson
Joe Jasso

Matt Jellinek
Lewis Kelley
Michael Kennedy
Jack Kiehl
Brian Kissel
Dennis Kluba
Will Komos
Mason Kruse
Michael LaDriere
Thomas Lally
Andrew Link
Ben Mackey
John Mattingly
Brennan McFarland
Sean Meehan
Zachary Morley
Kevin Murphy
Michael Neuhoff
Greg Niven
Andrew Peterson
Andrew Postol

SLUH art show opened Wed.

(continued from page 1)
(continued from page 1)
though the names of who will be Design projects, beautifully rendered
speaking have not yet been released to drawings, fantastic prints using varithe administration.
ous printing techniques, ceramics SLUH also hopes to put together both functional and sculptural, and
a “Taste of St. Louis” outing for the some very dynamic 3-D Design projJesuit educators from around the na- ects . . . and some pretty impressive
tion.
watercolors.”
“We’ll give them a taste of St.
“We’ve got some really strong
Louis with fried ravioli, Ted Drewes, drawings,” said Bugnitz. “We’ve got
and things that are unique to this more color in the drawings than we
area,” said Laughlin.
usually do, so that’s really cool.”
“You store (the art) all year in anticipation of this,” said Bugnitz, “then
you get it out, start cleaning it up and
matting it. You forget how beautiful

What is that?

Charlie Quinlivan
Colin Ragsdale
Michael Rupp
Corey Santoni
Kevin Schneier
Kyle Schnell
Nathan Schweppe
Jack Sellenriek
Patrick Skrivan
Joe Slama
Spencer Stapf
Christian Stewart
Shane Strode
Jack Sullivan
Stephen Turner
Luke Twardowski
Colin Voigt
Peter Volmert
Daniel Wacker
Michael Walsh
Michael Zawalski
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trategic Limitations Under The
Halibut,” said junior Robert Hayes.
Nine years ago, Director of Food
Service Kathy Hylla placed a fateful
order of 50 “SLUH” flags for the St.
Louis U. High bookstore. However,
an unspeakable error had occurred, a
monstrous mistake that would be lost
in the shadows of SLUH’s past.
“I ordered the flags, and the first
time I got them, they were fine,” said
Hylla. “When I put a reorder in, I got
50 flags that said ‘SLUTH’ on them.”
Realizing a blunder had occurred, Hylla quickly disposed of the
mistyped flags. But before destroying
them, Hylla saved two: one for herself

“

photo will be here

it all really is, and then it looks that
much better when it’s hanging up, out
of the cluttered art room.”
“It’s good for students to see the
culmination of a year’s worth of work
and appreciate all that they have put
into it,” added Rebholz
The show started opened on
Wednesday and will stay up for two
weeks.
“It’s fun. People come, bring their
families, bring their friends . . . it’s just
a really lovely evening,” said Bugnitz
of the opening.
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V Tennis Individual Sectionals
V Golf State Championships
7:45pm AP Biology Exam
AP
Snack—Bosco Bread Sticks
10am Senior Grades Due
11:45pm AP Physics B & C Exams
5pm
C Baseball vs. CBC Tournament Championships
Lunch Special Wings of Fire
Healthy Fried Chicken

Tuesday, May 14

Schedule R
V Tennis Individual Sectionals
V Golf State Championships
7:45pm AP US Politics Exam
AP
Snack—Chicken Rings
11:45pm AP Comparative Government Exam
AP French Exam
6pm
Mother’s Day Instillation Mass and Dinner
Lunch Special Pasta Bar
Healthy Pasta

Wednesday, May 15
V Tennis Individual Sectionals
7:45pm AP US History
AP
Snack—Macho Nachos
11:45pm AP European
6pm
Faculty Appreciation Dinner
Lunch Special	Toasted Ravioli
Healthy	Toasted Ravioli

Thursday, May 16
7:45pm AP Macroeconomics Exam
AP World History Exam
AP
Snack—Braided Pretzel
11am Mix-It-Up Lunch
11:45pm AP Microeconomics Exam
Lunch Special Papa John’s
Healthy Chicken Sticklers

Friday, May 17
AP
Snack—Cinnamon Rolls
Lacrosse Playoff Game
Lunch Special Gerbers
Healthy Shrimp

and one for Assistant Principal for
Student Life Brock Kesterson.
“I would walk in there on a daily
basis, and they had one sitting in there
and I never noticed what it said. I just
assumed it said ‘SLUH Jr. Bills’ and
then one day it dawned on me,” said
Kesterson. “I was going to put the seal
side up, but I thought ‘That’s no fun,’
and it’s become something of a conversation piece.”
“St. Louis University Thesaurus
… no … Taco High,” said senior Michael Reese.
Unfortunately, the other 48 flags
are currently missing, ‘destroyed’ at
an undisclosed location known only
to Hylla.
“I destroyed them,” said Hylla. “I
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destroyed them so that nobody else
could take them or do something with
them.“
Before they were destroyed, Hylla
attempted to sell them by framing the
flags displaying the other side, featuring only the school seal. This attempt
ultimately failed.
“I know I was lucky enough to get
one of the error cards, so I’m probably representin’ that,” said Kesterson.
“I think of my job as a sleuth sometimes.”
“I would have loved to sell them,
because I thought it was really something that could’ve gone on a class Tshirt or something,” said Hylla.
“Oh … St. Louis University Tire
Hitch,” said English teacher Chuck

